In this lecture we intend to take over Ktfllmor's treatment wHhouf, assuming topological properties for the a-algebras 3, 1 s , and with the usual assumptions of completeness. The results are slightly different:
the measure ^ is only simply-additive, and the property of a-additivity is in this case equivalent to the property of being of class D for X .
The first paragraphs (1 to 8) study the one to one correspondence X -» jj,^ between quasi-martingales and a class of finitely additive-measures with bounded variation, which is an isomorphism of the order structures defined by the positive cone of negative sub-martingales and the posiMve cone of positive measures respectively.
The §4 and §5 study the a-additivity or pure finitely additivity of I JL in terms of the process X and states the corresponding decomposition theorem.
In §6 we have exposed the recent proof of the Doob. Meyers decomposition theorem for quasi-martingales, due to J. Pellaumail. It is simple and based upon the a-additivity of the Dolean T s measure, and has moreover the advantage of being immediately applicable to vector valued quasi-martingales.
Notations and definitions.
(¡3^) ^ is an increasing family of sub-a-algebras of a o-algebra 3 of subsets of Q .
(Q,3,P) is a complete probability space. We set 3 = V 3 (a-al^ebra generated by U 3 ) and t 6]R + t 11 = {F :F 6 3 , P(F) =0} . 
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-25 -We make the following:
Assumption: ¡5. o u for any t , and (3.) . c TO + is rightt t t c In.
continuous.
We define the following systems of subsets of I?"x 0 , (where For all the processes X=(X,), ^^±. which will be considered we will
(X is to be distinguished from X" = lim X, p.s. if such CO 00 00 u t -* 00 a limit exists) . by_ % will be the algebra generated^ # and the sets {{cojxF; F £ U d J . Two processes X and Y are said indistinguishable if X-Y is evanescent.
2.
Simply additive measures associated with quasl-martin^alrjs.
Definition
An adapted process X is said to be an F- We define the following functions and p,^ (resp. m^ and p^ ) <>»v.
•J^ (resp. TR^) , for every adapted real process X such that Vt X^ 6 , 00^] , (resp. a positive supermartingale, resp. a null-process). Proof.
By definition, for every predictable 
Qn tho other hand it is trivial that i'or ear-h division p -I,, ' t.
Tho two last inequalities imply the theorem.
Theorem l(
If X is Banach valued, the same conclusions as in Theorem 1 hold
Tor the Banach valued finite additive-measure ^ .
Proo ('«
With the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 1
where the sup is taken over all the partitions of the form (2.3.2).
Inequality (2.3-3) is proven exactly the same way.
For every e , there exists a step function such that
From here it is easily seen that for every e The condition of bounded variation on ^ implies
Because of the positivity of X -X : °2k+l "2k
We may then consider a dense denumerable set G in [0,aj , and •a:
increasing sequence (S ) of finite subsets of S such that ?>' U f! , we deduce that the set il^ of trajectories having infinitely many crossings over [a,b] , on the set S , has probability 0 .
The property of the theorem is deduced from there, by the usual argument.
4-. Decomposition theorems.
We recall that an additive function JJ, on an algebra % of sets is 
Proof.
We refer to | 10 J for the proof, or the preceding theorem may be applied, and we can then use uniform integrability properties of supermartingales. 5* Characterization of q-additlve and purely finitely additive parts.
o-additivlty on i= .
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We consider here the case when X being a quasi-martingale on every bounded interval [0,a] , JJL^ is of bounded variation only on the algebra ."> generated by bounded predictable rectangles. wSo we take only its restriction i*,.,-to into consideration. We will be finished if we can prove that for a suitable n The following theorems are mere corollaries of Theorem 5.
Theorem 5 Theorem 7 (cf. [11] ).
Let a be a positive finite measure on ? , such that (A dp ,A evanescent) => a (A) =0 . The process V thus defined is natural in tho Meyer's sense (cf. !7|
Chap. VIII).
Proof.
The unicity, up to indistinguishability, is quite trivial, he-inr necessarily such that (6.1.2) 
Tho o-additivity of a, follows from this, and, denoting by ft an da t expression of the Radon-Nikodym derivative where M is a martingale, and V a process which is the dilTerence el* two increasing natural processes, vanishing at 0 .
We take the Dolcans measure a associated with X and apply the preceding theorem to get V . As the Doleans measure associated with X-V is zero, X-V=M has to be a martingale.
7. Extension to the case of vector valued processes.
We have already noticed theorem 1 ! that some' of the previous results could be restated without any change for Banach valued processes.
But in this case 1 , the notion of decomposing ^ into a positive and negatjvpart is meaningless.
The sufficient part of the proof of Theorem 5 can be applied without change to the vector situation. This is not the case for the necessity part of the proof.
As done in [6] and [11] the decomposition theorem of ;*0 extends without change to the case of a quasi-martingale X taking its values in the separable dual of a Banach space.
